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ABSTRACT We investigate the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction problem in orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) based massive multi-user (MU) multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) downlink systems. In this paper, we develop a downlink transmission scheme that performs jointly
MU precoding and PAPR reduction (PP) by exploiting the excess degrees of freedom (DoF) offered by
equipping the BS by a large number of antennas. Specifically, the joint MU precoding and PAPR reduction
scheme is formulated as a simple convex optimization problem solved via steepest gradient descent (GD)
approach. Then, we develop a novel algorithm, referred to as MU-PP-GDm, to reduce the PAPR of the
transmitted signals by exploiting the high-dimensional null-space of the MIMO channel matrix while
maintaining excellent transmission quality. Simulation results show that the proposed MU-PP-GDm has
a low computational complexity and can achieve substantial PAPR performance with fast convergence rate.
INDEX TERMS 5G+, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM), peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), multi-user (MU) precoding, convex optimization, gradient descent (GD).

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), also known
as large-scale multi-user (MU) MIMO, has been recognized
as a promising technology for future generations of wireless
communications. It has been initially introduced in [1] and
popularly studied in [2] where a large number of antennas
are employed at the base station (BS) simultaneously serving
a much smaller number of single-antenna users using MU
precoding. Wireless massive MIMO systems enable the use
of low-cost and low-power single-antenna user devices while
expensive equipment is only needed on the BS. In this way,
potential improvements are provided in the spectral- and
energy- efficiency [3]. Furthermore, simple linear signal processing approaches, such as matched filter (MF), minimum
mean-squared error (MMSE) and zero-forcing (ZF), can be
used as precoding techniques for massive MIMO downlink
that have the potential to reduce the operational power consumption at the transmitter and enable the suppression of MU
interference (MUI) [4].
In practice, broadband wireless communications, however,
encounter large delay spread, and, therefore, suffer from
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frequency-selective fading. Orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM), a scheme of encoding digital symbols on multiple orthogonal sub-carriers, is an efficient and
well-established way to deal with frequency-selective channels. Therefore, massive MIMO-OFDM is a very promising
combination to meet the ever growing demands for higher
link readability and spectrum efficiency of next-generation
wireless communication systems (5G and Beyond).
However, massive MIMO precoders exhibit transmit signals with high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), regardless of whether single-carrier or OFDM transmission
and of whether a low or a high modulation order is used
[4]. Consequently, the nonlinearity of the radio frequency
(RF) high-power amplifier (HPA), which is necessary in a
transmission chain, yields in-band distortion and out-of-band
radiation (OBR) which cause signal distortion, phase rotation
and adjacent channel interference, respectively. To avoid such
heavy distortions, the transmit signals require that the power
amplifiers are backed-off and operated in their linear region
(i.e., where their transfer characteristics are sufficiently linear). Nevertheless, operating at lower power levels reduces
1
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the power efficiency, which would result in huge operational
expenditure for large-scale BS having hundreds of antennas.
This is not a practical solution for 5G networks since the
target energy efficiency improvement is 100x w.r.t. 4G longterm evolution (LTE) [5]. Therefore, it is primordial to reduce the PAPR of OFDM-based massive MIMO systems to
motivate corresponding energy- and cost- efficient massive
MIMO BS deployments. Thus, low-PAPR MU precoders
would be of paramount importance since massive MIMO
systems have the potential to reduce the PAPR of transmit
signals by exploiting the excess spatial degrees-of-freedom
(DoFs) [2].
Over the recent past years, many efforts have been devoted
to introduce MU-MIMO precoding based PAPR reduction
schemes because joint signal processing at the receiver side
is impossible as users are spatially distributed. Low-PAPR
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding schemes suitable for MUMISO and MU-MIMO downlink were initially described in
[6] and [7], respectively. These schemes, however, require
specific signal processing at the receiver side (i.e. in the
mobile terminal) making them less attractive. In [8], authors
have proposed a peak-signal clipping scheme for PAPR reduction in OFDM-based massive MIMO where some of the
antennas at the BS are reserved to compensate for peakclipping signals. Another method has been introduced in [9]
that aims at reserving some tones to reduce the PAPR in
large-scale MU-MIMO-OFDM systems. Despite of their low
computational complexity, these methods are lose efficiency
since they sacrifice spectral efficiency by reserving some antennas or some tones, which are not realistic solutions for future wireless networks. In [10], Studer et al. have introduced
a downlink transmission scheme for massive MU-MIMOOFDM wireless systems. The proposed fast iterative truncation (FITRA) [10] algorithm aims to perform jointly MU
precoding, OFDM modulation and PAPR reduction (PMP).
This method provides good PAPR performance by sacrificing
the transmission quality (MUI) and affecting the spectral
purity (i.e. OBR). Moreover, the complexity of this algorithm
is high. Authors in [11] have developed an efficient approximate passing (AMP)-based Bayesian method (EM-TGMGAMP) [11] for joint PAPR reduction and MUI cancellation
for massive MIMO-OFDM, which has been demonstrated to
show better performance compared to FITRA, in terms of
convergence speed and PAPR reduction performance. More
recently, an efficient perturbation-assisted based alterative
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) technique [12] has
been proposed to address PAPR reduction for large-scale
MU-MIMO-OFDM. The proposed PROXIINF-ADMM [12]
algorithm has the advantage to do not cause any additional
in-band distortion (MUI) and out-of-band radiations while
its performance is very close to those provided by FITRA.
However, PROXIINF-ADMM still has a quite high computational complexity, even if, it has a faster convergence speed
compared to FITRA and EM-TGM-GAMP.
Motivated by these considerations, it is encouraged to
concentrate on the development of an efficient MU precod2

ing scheme based PAPR reduction that aims at performing
jointly the MU precoding and the PAPR reduction without
sacrificing neither the spectral efficiency nor the transmission
quality nor the spectral purity. It should exploit the extra
null-space of the associated massive MIMO channel [13]. A
big emphasis should be put on reducing the computational
complexity.
In this paper, we develop a downlink transmission scheme
to address the PAPR reduction problem for OFDM-based
massive MIMO wireless systems, which leaves the processing required at each mobile terminal untouched while
affecting only the signal processing at the BS. Our proposed
method performs jointly MU precoding and PAPR reduction
that are formulated as a convex optimization problem and
solved online with instantaneous processed data via gradient
descent (GD) approach. On one hand, it aims at optimizing
frequency-domain precoded signals that perfectly remove all
MUI, guaranteeing ideal transmission quality, and spectral
purity. On another hand, it introduces carefully, to precoded
signals, frequency-domain peak-cancelling signals that are
conceived to reduce the PAPRs of the transmitted symbols.
The additive peak-power signals are restricted to only the
null-space of their associated MIMO channel matrices. This
restriction guarantees that the additive peak-power signals
do not cause any additional MUI. We formulate the design
of these additive peak-power signals as constrained convex
optimization problems that is solved via GD approach. The
optimization of the two sets of signals is done jointly since
they perform in different orthogonal spaces. In this regard,
we develop a novel optimization algorithm, referred to as
MU precoding based PAPR reduction via gradient descent
approach (MU-PP-GDm), which is able to find efficient
solution to MU-PP for large-scale MU-MIMO-OFDM.
Compared with existing methods, e.g. [7]- [12], our proposed method presents the following improvements:
• The substantial improvement is related to the fact that
our method has a lower computational complexity over
all existing methods when considering a given PAPR
performance target. Indeed, only matrix-vector multiplications are performed when using the GD-based
solver, avoiding the computation of large-scale pseudoinverse matrix. For example, the PROXIINF-ADMM
[12] initializes the frequency-domain precoded signals
using the zero-forcing (ZF) precoding scheme that aims
at eliminating the MUI completely, but with high computational complexity. A low computational complexity
precoder is an interesting merit for practical systems.
• Our proposed method guarantees perfect MUI cancellation and do not cause any additional out-of-band radiations, whereas, other proposed method (e.g., [10] and
[11]) can not guarantee complete MUI cancellation and
any OBR. Such precoder is of paramount importance for
future wireless networks.
• Most PAPR reduction schemes for massive MIMOOFDM [10] [12] use some appropriate regularization
or penalty parameters, which are manually adjusted. In
VOLUME 4, 2016
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contrast, in our proposed algorithm all parameters are
adjusted automatically leading to a faster convergence
to the optimal PAPR while maintaining excellent transmission quality.
The rest part of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II provides the system model, the MU precoding scheme and
the PAPR reduction problem. In section III, the proposed
approach-assisted MU precoding and PAPR reduction are
formulated as convex optimization problems. The developed
MU-PP-GDm algorithm is discussed in section IV. Simulation results are provided in section V. Finally, the conclusion
is given in section IV.
Notations : Lowercase boldface letters (e.g. x) stand for
column vectors, bold lowercase letters with a superscript
(.)t (e.g. xt ) denotes row vectors, and bold uppercase letters
(e.g. X) denotes matrices. We denote its transpose, conjugate transpose, pseudo-inverse and largest singular value by
XT , XH , X† and σmax (X), respectively. For a M × N dimensional matrix X = {xmn }, we use xm to designate the
m-th column, and xtn to designate the n-th row. The N × N
identity matrix and the M × N all-zeros matrix are denoted
by IN and 0M ×N , respectively. We use kxk2 and kxk∞
to denote l2 -norm and l∞ -norm of vector x, respectively.
The cardinality and complement of set χ is |χ| and χc ,
respectively. E [.] stands for the expectation operator.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a typical OFDM-based massive MIMO downlink scenario as illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that the BS
is equipped with Mt transmit antennas and simultaneously
serves Mr single-antenna terminals (users) over a frequencyselective channel, where Mt is significantly larger than Mr .
The signal vector sn ∈ CMr ×1 contains the symbols associated with the n-th tone for Mr users, where n = 1, ..., N
indexes the OFDM subcarriers, N denotes the total number
of OFDM tones. sn is chosen from a complex-valued constellations A. In practice, OFDM systems typically specify
certain unused subcarriers, which are used for guard-band
(e.g., at both ends of the spectrum). Hence, the set of subcarriers available are divided into two sets χ and χc , where
the subcarriers in set χ are used for data transmission and the
subcarriers in its complementary set χc are used for guardband. Moreover, we set sn = 0Mr ×1 for n ∈ χc such that no
signal is transmitted on the guard-band.
B. MULTI-USER PRECODING SCHEME

To remove MUI at the receivers, precoding needs to be
performed at the BS since cooperative detection among users
is often impossible. The signal vectors sn , ∀n, can be linearly
precoded as
1
cn = √ Wn sn
ςW
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where cn ∈ CMt ×1 represents the precoded vector that
contains symbols to be transmitted over the n-th subcarrier
through the Mt antennas, Wn ∈ CMt ×Mr denotes the
precoding matrix for n-th OFDM subcarrier and ςW is a
normalization factor designed to obtain an average or instantaneous transmit power equal to σs2 .
Zero-forcing (ZF) precoding scheme is considered in this
paper, which aims at cancelling the MUI completely. Note
that since Mr  Mt , there are many precoding matrices that
can achieve perfect MUI elimination, where the most widely
used form is
H
Wn = HH
n Hn Hn

−1

(2)

where Hn ∈ CMr ×Mt is the MIMO channel matrix
associated with the n-th OFDM subcarrier. Here, we assume
that the channel matrices {Hn } are perfectly known at the
BS, which can be determined by exploiting the channel
reciprocity [14] [15] of time division multiplexing (TDD)
systems.
It can be easily verified that the ZF has a high computational complexity [16] [17] since it needs to compute largescale pseudo-inverse matrix.
After precoding, the Mt -dimensional vectors cn , ∀n are
reordered to Mt transmit antennas for OFDM modulation,
according to the following one-to-one mapping
 t

T
x1 ...xtMt = [c1 ...cN ]

(3)

Here, the N -dimensional vector xmt denotes the
frequency-domain signal to be transmitted from mt -th antenna. The time-domain signal {atmt } is obtained by applying
an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of {xtmt }. Prior the
transmission over wireless channel, a cyclic-prefix (CP) is
added to the time-domain samples of each antenna in order
to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI).
To simplify the presentation and without loss of generality,
we specify the input-output relation of wireless channel in
frequency-domain only. Then, the signal received by Mr
users can be expressed as
yn = Hn cn + bn ,

n∈χ

(4)

where bn ∈ CMr ×1 represents the receiver noise whose
entries are i.i.d circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and variance N0 /2.
Since Hn H†n = IMr , transmitting cn = H†n sn perfectly
removes all MUI. Then, (4) can be transformed into Mr
independent single-stream formulation and it can be rewritten
as
yn = sn + bn ,

n∈χ

(5)

(1)
Note that the precoded vectors cn needs to satisfy
3
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FIGURE 1. System model of the massive MIMO-OFDM downlink: Mt transmit antennas at the BS, Mr independent single-antenna terminals, N OFDM tones.
The proposed MU-PP-GD, highlighted by the dashed box in the BS, combines MU precoding and PAPR reduction.

sn = Hn cn ,
cn = 0Mt ×1 ,

the oversampling factor is denoted as L, is generated by LNpoint inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation as

n∈χ
n ∈ χc

(6)

Note that this is equivalent to transmitting {xn , ∀n} that
satisfy
sn = Hn xn ,

n∈χ

(7)

where xn ∈ CMt ×1 denotes the frequency-domain precoded
signal associated with Mt transmit antennas at the n-th
subcarrier.
In order to ensure desirable spectral properties of the
transmitted OFDM signals, the inactive OFDM subcarrier
(indexed by χc ) must satisfy the following shaping constraints
xn = 0Mt ×1 ,

n ∈ χc

(8)

Consequently, the total MUI energy can be evaluated by
kHn xn − sn k22 , ∀n. Note that ZF precoding is equivalent
to transmitting the solution ẋn to the following convex optimization problem
minimize F (xn ) = kHn xn − sn k22 ,
ẋn

subject to

xn = 0Mt ×1 ,

n∈χ
n ∈ χc

(9)

This formulation inspired us to state the MU massive
MIMO precoding scheme as a convex optimization problem that can be solved online with instantaneous scenario
information (i.e., transmit data, CSI). This would have a
lower computational complexity and, most importantly, it
will enable to perform the PAPR reduction in a flexible way,
as discussed in Section III.
C. PEAK TO AVERAGE POWER RATIO

Consider a typical OFDM system with N subcarriers. The
oversampled OFDM symbol in discrete time-domain atmt =
[amt 0 , amt 1 , ..., amt LN −1 ] at mt -th transmit antenna , where
4

amt (k) = √

N −1
j2πnk
1 X
x̃mt (n)e LN , 0 ≤ k ≤ LN − 1
LN n=0
(10)

where x̃mt is the algorithm
solution, k stands for a discrete
√
time index and j = −1. The OFDM signal can also be
written in matrix form as
atm = FH x̃tmt ,
|{z} |{z}
|{z}t

[LN ×1]

(11)

[LN ×N ] [N ×1]

where FH denotes the LN ×N IFFT matrix. A normalization
is applied to the frequency-domain signal to ensure fixed
transmit power.
The PAPR of atmt is defined as the ratio of the highest
signal peak power to its average power value. Hence, it is
given by
max

P AP R(atmt ) =

0≤k≤LN −1



|amt (k)|2

E [|amt (k)|2 ]


=

LN katmt k2∞
,
katmt k22
(12)

Existing PAPR reduction methods, e.g. [6]- [11], for massive MU-MIMO-OFDM systems performs directly through
performing the precoded signals {cn }. The key idea behind
all these methods is that, due to the redundant DoFs rendered
by the large number of antennas at the BS, there exist a
great number of precoded signals that can achieve perfect
MUI cancellation, from which we may find a set of precoded
signals {cn } whose time-domain counterpart signals {atmt }
have a low PAPR. Recently, a solution was introduced in
[12], which consists on a perturbation-assisted scheme that
does not rely on the precoding design to reduce the PAPR.
However, either they rely on the precoding design or not,
these approaches may have limited applicability because, in
practical systems, the precoding matrices can be either chosen from a pre-specified codebook or according a specified
criterion that could be performed online. In this regard, in
VOLUME 4, 2016
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the next section, we propose a MU precoding scheme based
PAPR reduction that is transparent to the precoding design.

Hn Vn0 = 0,

III. PROPOSED JOINT PRECODING AND PAPR
REDUCTION ALGORITHM
A. DISCUSSION

n∈χ

(13)

Note that Hn can be decomposed by using singular value
decomposition (SVD) [18] as
Hn = Un Σn VnH ,

∀n

(14)

where Un is an Mr × Mr complex unitary matrix, Σn is an
Mr × Mt rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative
 real
numbers on the diagonal, and VnH = vn1 , vn2 , ...., vnMt is an
Mt × Mt complex unitary matrix. The diagonal entries σi of
Σn are known as the singular values of Hn .
Note that MIMO transmission
uses Mt × Mr -dimensional

Vnd = vn1 , vn2 , ...., vnMr as the Beamforming (BF) matrix
of the Mr data streams. On the
 other hand, the Mt ×
(Mt − Mr )-dimensional Vn0 = vnMr +1 , ...., vnMt spans the
VOLUME 4, 2016

∀n

(15)

In the following, we will represent rn by using a
(Mt − Mr )-dimensional vector en as

The key idea of the proposed downlink transmission scheme
is to exploit the high-dimensional null-space of the massive
MIMO channel matrix offered by equipping the BS with a
large number of antennas and to jointly perform MU precoding and PAPR reduction. Therefore, it aims to compute the
precoded signals {xtmt } that satisfy {Hn cn = sn } (where
{cn } are the reordered versions of {xtmt }) and evaluates
the peak-canceling signals {rtmt } that reduces the PAPR of
the resulting time-domain signal {atmt } (see Fig. 1). It is
worth to mention that the peak-canceling signals {rtmt } are
constrained to lie in the null-space of their associated MIMO
channel matrices such that they do not disturb the signals
received by Mr users through the N subcarriers (i.e. they are
transparent to the receivers). Thus, adding the peak-canceling
signals does not damage the transmission quality (i.e., MUI
and capacity) since they vanish after propagating through the
wireless channel. We next formulate the convex optimization
problem, which jointly performs MU precoding and PAPR
reduction, while enabling the use of conventional OFDM
demodulation at the receivers.
We start by specifying the necessary constraints. To completely remove MUI and ensure spectral purity, the precoding
constraints in (7) and (8) must hold, which leads to the convex
optimization problem in (9). PAPR reduction is achieved
by adding peak-canceling signals {rtmt } to precoded signals
{xtmt }. Specifically, the N -dimensional vector rtmt is the
peak-canceling signal added to the precoded signal of the
m-th transmit antenna, while rn ∈ CMt ×1 is the peakcanceling signal added to the precoded signal associated
to the n-th subcarrier, i.e. xn . In order to avoid any inband distortions (i.e., MUI), the peak-canceling signals must
satisfy the following conditions
Hn rn = 0Mr ×1 ,

null-space of the channel since it is not used for BF of the
data streams. Therefore

rn = Vn0 en

(16)

Moreover, to avoid spectral regrowth, i.e. out-of-band radiations, the following constraint must hold on the guard bands
(indexed by χc )
rn = 0Mt ×1 ,

n ∈ χc

(17)

A conventional demodulation OFDM is sufficient and no
additional processing is needed at the receivers by holding
the above constraints. That is, the peak-canceling signals are
transparent to the receivers.
Here, we wish to minimize the PAPR at each antenna.
Then, we take an approach that minimizes the largest magnitude of the time domain-signals {atmt }. This results is a
sub-optimal solution that leads to a convex formulation while
it can substantially reduce the PAPR [10]. In fact, directly
optimizing (12), i.e. minimize jointly the PAPRs associated
with all antennas, results in a non-convex problem which is
not straightforward to solve and, to our best knowledge, there
is no efficient solution for such a non-convex problem.
In the following, we discuss how to design the peakcanceling signals {rn }. The key idea is to iteratively fit the
peak-canceling signals to their associated frequency-domain
clipping-noise signals. These latter are obtained by clipping
the time-domain signals {atmt }. Given the clipping threshold
λ, the clipped signal ān at the n-th subcarrier can be obtained
by

āmt (k)

=

amt (k), if |amt (k )| < λ
,
λejφ(k) , if |amt (k )| > λ

(18)

where amt (k) = |amt (k)|ejφ(k) and φ(k) is the phase
of amt (k). In order to obtain the best PAPR, the optimal
clipping threshold [19] λ is closely related with the mean
power of the OFDM signal σa2 and the ratio of the used
subcarriers |χNc | and is given by
s 

N
λ = σa ln
(19)
|χc |
Evidently, the original frequency-domain clipping noise
associated to the mt -th transmit antenna is dtmt =
F F T (āmt − amt ). Then, the optimal peak-canceling signals
Vn0 en = dn ,
∀n ∈ χ
(20)
where dn contains samples associated to the n-th
 subcarrier
collected from the Mt vectors dt1 , dt2 , ..., dtMt .
Then, the effective transmission signal x̃n at the n-th
subcarrier in the frequency-domain is represented as
5
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x̃n = xn +

pn Vn0 en ,

n∈χ

(21)

where pn is a regularization factor. In fact, the peakcanceling signals during the first iteration is much smaller
than that of the original clipping noises when the traditional
clipping control (CC) method is employed in OFDM systems. Hence, this regularization factor aims at generating
the optimal peak-canceling signals with fast convergence.
The regularization factor is calculated using least-squares
approximation (LSA) [20] and it is defined as
P
0
k |Vn en ||dn |
n∈χ
(22)
pn = P
2 ,
0
k |Vn en |
Using such regularization factor, the amplitude of peakcanceling signals Vn0 en generated by LSA, almost equal to
those of the original clipping noise. Obviously, it may reduce
the number of iterations to achieve a good PAPR reduction
(see Section V).
However, the peak-canceling signals {Vn0 en } hardly equal
to {dn }, because |χ| < N . Then, we search, via the proposed algorithm, to optimize the solution ėn according to the
following simple convex optimization problem

Note that the above formulation will yield an iterative
CF algorithm with the peak-canceling signals constrained
in the null-space of the associated MIMO channel matrices.
The objective is to search for signals {en } which can help
reduce the PAPR and meanwhile satisfy the MU precoding,
in-band and out-of-band constraints. It is worth noticing that
the proposed formulation can separate the PAPR reduction
problem from the MU precoding by initializing precoded
signals {xn } according to a pre-fixed precoder or from a prespecified codebook, and as a consequence, it is transparent to
the precoding design.
IV. MU-PP-GDM ALGORITHM

In this section, we develop a new algorithm to find an
effective solution to (25). The MU precoding scheme based
PAPR reduction is achieved by alternately repeating the
PAPR reduction process using the CF method, restoring the
restrictions on the PAPR reduction signal components using
null-space MIMO channels and performing MU precoding.
To make the problem
tractable, the equality constraint sn =

Hn xn + Vn0 en , which is equivalent to sn = Hn xn , is
relaxed as
n∈χ

minimize J(xn , en ) = F (xn ) + G(en ),
minimize G(en ) = kVn0 en − dn k22 ,
ėn

subject to

n ∈ χc

ėn = 0(Mt −Mr )×1 ,

{ėn ,ẋn }

n∈χ
(23)

Note that when |χ| = N , (23) has a unique solution,
†
i.e., ėn = Vn0 dn , otherwise, it leads to a poor PAPR
reduction meanwhile its computational complexity is very
high since we have to compute the pseudo-inverse of an
Mt × (Mt − Mr )-dimensional matrix Vn0 .

Ideally, PAPR reduction is achieved by minimizing the l∞ norm of the time-domain signals {atmt , ∀mt }. With taking
into consideration constraints in (7) and (8), The MU precoding scheme based PAPR reduction is cast as
minimize
{kat1 k∞ , ..., katMt k∞ }
t
{ȧmt }

subject to

n∈χ
n ∈ χc

sn = Hn xn ,
xn = 0Mt ×1 ,

(24)

Since the solution of the l∞ -norm is in fact obtained by
the clipping and control, as discussed in Section III-A, we
are able to state the formulation in (24) subject to constraints
(17) and (20) as a simple convex optimization problem
minimize G(en ) =
{ėn }

kVn0 en

−

dn k22 ,



 sn = Hn xn + Vn0 en ,
xn = 0Mt ×1 ,
subject to

en = 0(Mt −Mr )×1 ,
6

subject to

xn = 0Mt ×1 ,
ėn = 0(Mt −Mr )×1 ,

n∈χ
n ∈ χc
n ∈ χc

e(l+1)
= argmin J(x(l+1)
, e(l)
n
n
n ),

n∈χ

(27)

n∈χ

(28)

{en }

By doing so, the constrained optimization problem is
relaxed, which therefore enables low-complexity first-order
algorithm, i.e., an algorithm only requires matrix-vector
multiplications, such as the steepest gradient descent (GD)
method [21] [22]. The proposed algorithm to solve (26) is
referred to as MU-PP-GD.
The search directions of the steepest descent method at the
(l)
(l)
iterate xn and en are determined by the negative gradient
(l)
(l) (l)
of J at, respectively, xn (denoted by −∇lx J(xn , en )) and
(l)
(l+1) (l)
l
en (denoted by −∇e J(xn , en )), where


2
(l)
HH
H
x
−
s
,
n
n
n
Lxn n

∇le J(x(l+1)
, e(l)
n
n )=
(25)

(26)

{xn }

(l)
∇lx J(x(l)
n , en ) =

n∈χ

n ∈ χc
n ∈ χc

An alternating minimization strategy can be used to solve
(26), in which we alternatively minimize the objective function with respect to xn and en . Thus in the (l+1)-th iteration,
the alternating procedure can be expressed as
x(l+1)
= argmin J(xn , e(l)
n
n ),

B. PROPOSED FORMULATION





n ∈ χ (29)



2
H
(l+1)
Vn0
Vn0 e(l)
, n∈χ
n − dn
Len
(30)
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2
2
where Lxn = 2σmax
(Hn ) and Len = 2σmax
(Vn0 ) are the
Lipschitz constants [23] for, respectively, kHn xn − sn k22 and
kVn0 en − dn k22 .
In this work, we consider the gradient descent with momentum [24] in order to enhance the convergence rate of the
algorithm. We do this by adding a fraction µ of the update
vector of the past time step to the current update vector (the
algorithm referred to as MU-PP-GDm).

A. ALGORITHM SUMMARY

The details of the proposed MU-PP-GDm is summarized in
Tab. Algorithm. One can note that the proposed algorithm
proceeds in only one-loop where it performs the precoded
signals (Step 4) using gradients computed in Step 3, the peakcanceling signals in Step 6 and its constrained version in
Step 7. Finally, in Step 9, the precoded signals are re-updated
to take into consideration the peak-canceling signals, which
are constrained to lie in the null-space of their associated
MIMO channel matrices. Also, note that the constraints in
(26) are always satisfied throughout the whole iterative process. Hence, any intermediate solution can be used, without
causing any in-band or out-of-band radiations.
Algorithm: The MU-PP-GDm algorithm
Given a set of N modulated complex signals {sn }.
(1)
1: Initialize xn = 0Mt ×1 ,
(1)
en = 0(Mt −Mr )×1 ,
(0)
dxn = 0Mt ×1 ,
2
2
0 ),
Lxn = 2σmax
(Hn ), Len = 2σmax
(Vn
and set the maximal iteration number maxIter
and the momentum term µ
2: for l=1,...,maxIter do
(l)

2
Lxn

3: dxn =
(l+1)



(l)
(l−1)
HH
,
n Hn xn − sn + µdxn

(l)

(l)

= xn − dxn ,

4: xn



∀n ∈ χ

= IF F T xmt

t(l+1)



t(l+1)
t(l+1)
= F F T āmt
− amt

t(l+1)

= en

6: dmt

8: pn =
(l+1)

9: xn

t(l)

P

k

−

t(l+1)



t(l+1)

5: amt

7: en

∀n ∈ χ

2
Len

(l+1)

0
Vn

(l+1)

= xn



H

(l+1)

0
|Vn
en
||dn
2
P
0 (l+1) |
k |Vn en

|

∀mt = 1...Mt

,

(l)

(l+1)

0e
Vn
n − dn



,

∀n ∈ χ
∀n ∈ χ

,

(l+1)

0e
+ pn Vn
n

,

∀n ∈ χ

10: end for
(maxIter+1)

11: return {x̃n = xn

}

∇lx J (Line 3), ∇le J (Line 7) and the N-points IFFT/FFT
(Lines 5 and 6). The gradient in line 3 of the algorithm
involves O (2|χ|Mt Mr ) complex multiplications. Line 7 requires O (2|χ|Mt (Mt − Mr )) complex multiplications for
the second gradient. The IFFT/FFT costs O (Mt N log (N ))
complex multiplications. Therefore, the MU-PP-GDm
re
quires a total of O 2Mt N log (N ) + 2|χ|Mt 2 complex
multiplications for each iteration. By contrast,
the PROXINF
ADMM [12] needs O |χ| Mr Mt 2 for the initialization
step and O Mt N log (N ) + Imax Mr |χ|Mt 2 for each iteration [12], where Imax is the number iterations in the
inner loop, that was flexed to 2 [12]. While, the FITRA
requires about O Mr Mt N 2 complex multiplications per
iteration [12]. Evidently, the number of iterations needed to
achieve a desirable PAPR performance will be of paramount
importance in evaluating the complexity of these algorithms.
Complexity comparison will be given, in the next section,
where many PAPR performance levels are considered.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for
joint MU precoding and PAPR reduction, some simulations
have been conducted in an OFDM-based MU massive MIMO
system. This latter has Mt = 100 antennas at the BS and
serving Mr = 10 single-antenna users. We consider an
uncoded OFDM with N = 128 subcarriers and use a spectral
map χ, in which |χ| = 114 subcarriers are used for data
transmission. A 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) with Gray mapping is considered. The number of
FFT/IFFT points is set to 512, which corresponds to L = 4oversampling in the time-domain in order to measure the
PAPR levels accurately. We use the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) to evaluate the PAPR
reduction performance, which denotes the probability that
the PAPR of the estimated signal exceeds a given threshold
P AP R0 . Also, to evaluate the multi-user interference, we
define the MUI as
P
2
n∈χ kHn xn − sn k2
P
(31)
MUI =
2
n∈χ ksn k2
The wireless channel is assumed to be frequency-selective
and modeled as a tap delay line with T = 8 taps. The
time-domain channel response matrices Ht , t = 1, ..., T ,
have i.i.d. circularly symmetric Gaussian distributed entries
with zero mean and unit variance. The equivalent frequencydomain response Hn on the n-th subcarrier can be obtained
by

B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

We adopt the number of complex multiplications as a complexity measure to compare the complexity of the proposed
algorithm with that of PROXINF-ADMM [12] and FITRA
[10]. For the proposed MU-PP-GDm, we can easily verify
that the computational cost is dominated by the gradients
VOLUME 4, 2016

Hn =

T
X

Ht e

−j2πtn
N

(32)

t=1

We compare our algorithm with the conventional ZF precoding scheme. It is worth to mention that all parameters
used in our proposed algorithm are determined automatically
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and no parameter is defined manually, expect if we add the
momentum term which is set to be µ = 0.11. In contrast to
other existing algorithms, like FITRA [10] and PROXIINFADMM [12] where many parameters have to be fixed manually which is not straightforward in practical system. In
our algorithm, λ (equation 19) and {pn } (equation 22) are
automatically adjusted in each iteration that offers the best
convergence rate to the optimal PAPR [19] [20].
To evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm in term of PAPR
reduction, Fig. 2 shows the CCDF of the PAPR when different numbers of iterations are considered. Note that PAPRs
associated with all Mt antennas are taken into account in
computing the empirical CCDF. The number of channel trials
is chosen to be 1000 in our simulations. We note that our algorithm provides substantial PAPR reduction compared with
the conventional ZF precoding scheme. Indeed, it achieves a
gain of 5.7dB, 6dB and 6.3dB when, respectively, 10, 20 and
100 iterations are considered (at CCDF of 1%). We can also
note that our algorithm, within few number of iterations (e.g.
maxIter = 20) offers PAPR reduction performance similar
than PROXIINF-ADMM and FITRA that need to perform,
respectively, 40 and 1000 iterations. However, PROXIINFADMM and FITRA outperform our algorithm MU-PP-GD
when a large number of iterations is performed, e.g. 200
and 2000 for, PROXIINF-ADMM and FITRA, respectively.
However, this gain is at the cost of SNR loss, which causes
the symbol error rate (SER) and capacity performance loss
compared to the ZF scheme. This is undesirable in practical
5G and Beyond systems. This performance loss is primarily
due to an increase in the norm of the obtained solution x̃, i.e.
increase in the transmit power kx̃k22 . It is not surprising to
see that the solution obtained by our proposed method has a
smaller norm than the solution of PROXIINF-ADMM since
our MU-PP-GDm algorithms aims at performing jointly the
MU precoding (optimizing the same criterion as in ZF) and
PAPR reduction. Therefore, MU-PP-GDm tends to converge
to a norm solution very close to the ZF one.

FIGURE 2. PAPR performance.
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To confirm this point of view, we plot the SER performance of the proposed MU-PP-GDm algorithm in Fig. 3,
where the SNR is defined as SN R = E{kxn k22 }/N0 . In
contrast to PROXIINF-ADMM and FITRA, we can note that
our algorithm incurs a negligible SNR performance loss, e.g.
at SER = 10−3 , 0.25dB of SNR loss is shown compared
to the ZF scheme, even when the number of iteration is large
(maxIter = 200).

FIGURE 3. SER performance, 16-QAM.

We now discuss the convergence rate of the proposed MUPP-GDm algorithm. Figs. 4 and 5 show, respectively, the
MUI and the average PAPR versus the number of iterations.
We note that our algorithm achieves a MUI of about −308dB
with only 30 and 80 iterations which corresponds, respectively, to the use of the gradient descent with or without
momentum. We can also note that MU-PP-GDm can achieve
a MUI of about −100dB when only 10 iterations are performed, which is a sufficient performance needed in practical
systems. Moreover, our method has a low computational
complexity since this MUI is performed using simple firstdegree algorithm (using matrix-vector multiplications) which
needs O (2Mt Mr ) per iteration. With this few number of
iterations needed, its computational complexity is considerably lower than initializing the precoded signal using ZF
scheme (the solution adopted by PROXINF-ADMM) which
has to compute the pseudo-inverse of a large-scale matrix.
We move now to the PAPR, one can note that our proposed
MU-PP-GDm performs well when the optimal solutions of
{pn } is considered. We can clearly see a gain of about 100
iterations for an achieved PAPR of 3dB (see Fig. 6). The
proposed MU-PP-GDm can obtain a PAPR of 4dB with only
6 iterations, while PROXINF-ADMM and FITRA algorithms
require 20 × 2 (outer loop and inner loop) and 800 iterations,
respectively. Also, the proposed algorithm is able to reduce
the PAPR down to 3dB with only 40 iterations, while the
PROXINF-ADMM and FITRA require 100 and 1500 iterations, respectively, to obtain a similar result. It is worth to
mention that the PROXINF-ADMM and FITRA algorithms
VOLUME 4, 2016
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converge to a lower PAPR than the proposed MU-PP-GDm
but at the cost of transmission quality loss. This means that
the MU-PP-GDm has the fastest convergence rate compared
to PROXINF-ADMM and FITRA but a higher PAPR that
does not affect a lot the transmission quality. This tradeoff between PAPR reduction and transmission quality loss
is assured by the joint performing of MU precoding and
PAPR reduction. It is worth mentioning that the proposed
algorithm is as sensitive to the inaccuracy of the channel state
information (CSI) as the ZF scheme.

independent simulations and PAPR results are averaged over
PAPRs associated with all transmit antennas. We observe that
the number of iterations required to achieve a given MUI
increases as the number of antennas decreases, e.g. for a MUI
of −200dB, about 20, 40 and 80 iterations are required for
Mt = 100, Mt = 80 and Mt = 40. We can explain this
by the fact that the proposed algorithm achieves better MUI
performance when more DoF at the base station are available.
We move now to the PAPR (Fig. 7), one can note that
the MU-PP-GDm can achieve lower PAPR when the nullspace of the MIMO channel is larger (with higher number
of transmit antennas), i.e. more DoF at the base station are
available.

FIGURE 4. Convergence rate of MUI.

FIGURE 6. MUI vs. number of transmit antennas.

FIGURE 5. Convergence rate of PAPR.

Finally, we examine the efficiency of our proposed algorithm under different number of transmit antennas (varies
from 20 to 120), while the number of users is fixed to
be Mr = 10. Here, we would like to show the effect of
DoF offered by equipping the BS by a large number of
antennas on the performance of our algorithm. Figs. 6 and
7 illustrates, respectively, the MUI and the PAPR versus
the number of transmit antennas, where different numbers
of iterations are considered. Results are averaged over 1000
VOLUME 4, 2016

FIGURE 7. PAPR vs. number of transmit antennas.

Simulation results showed that MU-PP-GDm is able to
achieve substantial PAPR reduction performance, without
affecting at all the MUI and the out-of-band radiations, meanwhile providing a faster convergence rate compared to the
existing algorithms. This could substantially motivate the use
of low-cost and low-size radio-frequency (RF) components
9
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TABLE 1. Complexity Comparison

Algo.
FITRA [10]
PROXINF-ADMM [12]
Proposed MU-PP-GDm

Complexity per iteration
16384000
34379200
2459200

Complexity to achieve a PAPR of 4dB
1.3107 × 1010
470984000
14755200

Complexity to achieve a PAPR of 3dB
2.4576 × 1010
2.3093 × 109
98368000

O(MU−PP−GDm)
O(PROXINF−ADMM)
O(MU−PP−GDm)
O(FITRA)

7.15%

3.13%

4.26%

15.01%

0.1%

0.4%

in future wireless massive MIMO-OFDM communication
systems.
B. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

According to the aforementioned closed-form expressions
(see Section IV-B) and the configuration given in Section
V-A, it is possible to numerically assess the complexity of
the proposed MU-PP-GD algorithm. The comparison with
the existing algorithms, PROXINF-ADMM [12] and FITRA
[10], is given in Tab. 1. We consider to compute the complexity required by each algorithm (1) for one iteration, (2) to
achieve an average PAPR of 4dB and (3) to achieve an average PAPR of 3dB. As discussed in Section V-A, to achieve an
average PAPR of 4dB, the MU-PP-GDm, PROXINF-ADMM
and FITRA require 6, 20 and 800 iterations, respectively.
While to achieve an average PAPR of 4dB, they need 40,
100 and 1500 iterations, respectively. We have considered
these iteration numbers to numerically assess the complexity
of each algorithm.
According to results illustrated in Tab. 1, we can easily
note that MU-PP-GDm algorithm complexity is substantially
less than that of the two considered algorithms. Note that the
energy-efficiency refers to the trade-off between the PAPR
reduction gain and the computational complexity of the associated method [25]. Thus, our proposed algorithm provides
better energy-efficiency among the other algorithms.
The comparison of the proposed MU-PP-GDm algorithm
to FITRA [10] and PROXINF-ADMM [12] ones is summarized in Tab. 2, where we illustrate the enormous advantages
of our proposed scheme compared to these methods.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the joint MU precoding and
PAPR reduction in OFDM based massive MIMO downlink
systems. We developed an algorithm to perform jointly the
MUI interference cancellation and PAPR reduction. The proposed algorithm, referred to as MU-PP-GDm, facilitates an
explicit trade-off between PAPR and transmission quality.
The motivation of MU-PP-GDm is the high-dimensional
null-space associated to the massive MIMO downlink channel matrix, which enables as to device transmit signals with
low PAPR while maintaining excellent transmission quality. The joint MU precoding and PAPR reduction scheme
was formulated as a simple convex optimization problem
for which an algorithm based steepest gradient descent
10

method was designed. The MU-PP-GDm only involves simple matrix-vector multiplications at each iteration, leading
then to the lowest computational complexity among all existing algorithms. A possibility for future work is to extend this
algorithm to take into consideration, in addition to the PAPR
reduction, other RF impairments (like PA non-linearity,... ).
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